Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::in RR, reading over the endless progress reports::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::sitting in the bar, spinning his finger around in his drink::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::sits back in chair at desk in quarters having just completed a letter:: Computer: Search personal address book and send messaget to AJ Affleck.
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::sits back and smiles as the message is sent::
CEO_Varek says:
::in engineering continuing to work on the refit::
CTO_Friday says:
::in the security office, reading over information on the Challenger::
OPS_Rodz says:
::in her quarters getting ready for duty::
TO_Augustus says:
::in armory #1, checking on gear inventory for Alpha Team::
CSO_Akira says:
::buried under heaps of large engineering PADDs, reviewing the concept specs for the Challenger  ::
MO_Smith says:
::stares at a ship schematic, trying to see where the hell his quarters are::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Checks for any new messages for him::
CEO_Varek says:
::checks the progress report of the engineering teams
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::gives his ear a tug and looks at the overstocked inventory on his PADD::
SO_S-Kar says:
::looks at her test tube and REB::
OPS_Rodz says:
Picks up a PADD and heads out::
TO_Augustus says:
::reviews whats available and compares to his wish list::
SO_S-Kar says:
::adds a single borion ion to the test tube and puts it under further analysis::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::notices a supply request for the I.K.S. QIb and sees she's in dock, then makes his way over to a side console::
CSO_Akira says:
::sigh:: ::stacks the PADDs on a side table, walks out into main science lab::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::stands up, zipping his outer uniform jacket back to the top ready for duty again and stretches a little::
CTO_Friday says:
::downloads info on the shuttle to his padd and heads for the bridge::
OPS_Rodz says:
::Goes over the QIB's supply inventory::
CTO_Friday says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 1.
MO_Smith says:
::takes some crewmember's blood sample and puts it in storage::
CTO_Friday says:
<TL> Whoosh
SO_S-Kar says:
::is so engrosed in her analysis of the tube she does not notice the CSO walk into the room::
CTO_Friday says:
::arrives on the bridge at heads for Tactical::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
COMM: QIb CEO:  Chief Engineer Varek, please come in...  ::studders over the Vulcan name::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Exits quarters and hits the button for the TL call, stood waiting for a turbolift::
TO_Augustus says:
::turns around to leave the armory, heads to turbolift::
OPS_Rodz says:
::walks to the turbolift::
CSO_Akira says:
SO_S-Kar:  What are you working on?
EO_Qtor says:
::overseeing transporter replacement::
TO_Augustus says:
::walks down corridor to turbolift and enters:: Turbolift: Bridge
CTO_Friday says:
::checks the torpedo bays to see how low they are on torpedos::
TO_Augustus says:
::feels turbolift take off::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::sets a padd down, goes over to the replicator::Vulcan Spice tea....
CEO_Varek says:
COMM: SUP_Kretores: This is Chief Engineer Varek
SO_S-Kar says:
::looks up and a slight look of irritation crosses her face before bringing it into control:: CSO: I am analyzing this sample as requested sir.
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Stands humming as turbolift comes::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Steps into the TL as it arrives and the doors SWOOSH open::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
TL: Bridge.
TO_Augustus says:
::Exits the turbolift::   CTO_Friday: Hey, Chief heres the wish list for Strike Team Alpha.  ::Hands him a PADD::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Continues humming his little tune::
CTO_Friday says:
::takes the PADD:: TO: Thank you ensign.
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::pops his image onto the screen near the CEO and holds a PADD and waves it in front of the screen::  COMM:  CEO:  I have the requested parts you've asked for sitting in storage, care to come with some of your men to give me some more leg room?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::takes the cup, walking back to his desk, taking a sip::Ewww this is coffee::sighs::
Host Jim says:
ACTION   the Turbolift freezes in the shaft
CEO_Varek says:
COMM: SUP: Will do
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::looks at the replicator::Thanks.....
CTO_Friday says:
::downloads a request to upgrade to Quantom torpedoes to a padd and hands it to the TO:: TO: Would you please take this to the XO for me?
OPS_Rodz says:
::waiting for the TL::
TO_Augustus says:
CTO_Friday: Are we handling the inspectionof gear that is being brought aboard sir?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Kinda leaves the floor as the TL suddenly stops and then lands quickly again:: Self: This is gonna be one of those days...
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::offers a toothy grin, then closes the channel and walks to cargo bay 12, forwarding the info to the CEO::
TO_Augustus says:
CTO: No problem, Computer: Locate the XO.
Host Jim says:
ACTION  a bell  sound emanates from the shaft of the TL showing that it is stuck
SO_S-Kar says:
::looks back down at the results::
CSO_Akira says:
SO_S-Kar: Exellent Lt.
TO_Augustus says:
<Computer>: XO is in turbolift three, between decks four and five
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*Ops*: XO to Ops I'm stuck on a turbolift here, can you have something done about it please?
CEO_Varek says:
::leaves engineering and heads for the nearest air lock::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::walks into the cargobay, which convienently happens to be not too far from the Vor'Cha::
MO_Smith says:
::reads the latest medical journal::
CEO_Varek says:
::signals a few engineers to join him::
TO_Augustus says:
::looks at the CTO::  CTO: I shall try and assist can you get engineering to send someone.
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Hums some more waiting::
OPS_Rodz says:
XO: Yes sir. One moment please.
TO_Augustus says:
::walks into the TL:: TL: Deck five
CSO_Akira says:
::walks over to other members of his science team working on the neutronium project::
OPS_Rodz says:
*CEO* Our XO is trap in the TL 3
CEO_Varek says:
::enters starbase and heads to cargo bay 12::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::waits in the bay, swaying back and forth:::
EO_Qtor says:
::Hears TL warning bell:: ghoBe..Not now!!!
CTO_Friday says:
TO: Yea sure. *CEO*: Mr Surenik, our illustious XO has gotten himself stuck in TL 3. Could you please send someone to rescue him?
TO_Augustus says:
::Exits TL and approaches TL #3::  XO: Can you hear me , sir?
EO_Qtor says:
::Starts heading for TL 3::
CEO_Varek says:
*EO*: The XO is stuck in TL 3 could you please assist him
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
TO: Yeah I hear you.
SO_S-Kar says:
::sighs slightly because the CSO made her look away at exactly the moment she needed to remove the barion particle:: ALL: I suggest you duck and cover ::does so::
OPS_Rodz says:
*XO* Sir, Help should be on the way.
SO_S-Kar says:
::her experiment explodes::
CEO_Varek says:
::enters cargo bay::
EO_Qtor says:
*CEO*: On my way
TO_Augustus says:
XO: This is Ens_Augustus, Sir can you hear me?
CSO_Akira says:
SO_S-Kar:  Wha...?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*OPs* Thank you.
SO_S-Kar says:
::waits for the shards of glass to stop flying and stands::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::greets the CEO with out streched hands::  CEO:  Welcome, welcome, welcome!
EO_Qtor says:
::Opens access panel to TL 3 and starts looking for problem::
TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Sir, I am here but the XO is not responding
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
TO: Like I hear you Mr, Augustus
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::goes back to reading reports::
CTO_Friday says:
::looks over the concept specs for the Challenger and plays around with them, trying to come up with a good strong shuttle that can take a beating::
CEO_Varek says:
SUP:  Hello
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::makes his way through a maze of crates, disappearing behind some larger ones do to his short Ferengi size::
OPS_Rodz says:
*XO* No problem I know how you feel.
CSO_Akira says:
SO_S-Kar:  Are you all right?
EO_Qtor says:
*XO*:  Sir this is Ensign Q'tor, can you hear me?
TO_Augustus says:
XO: Engineering is working on it do you want us to beam you out and to the bridge sir?
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::yells from behind a crate::  CEO:  It's back here!
CEO_Varek says:
::follows SUP::
SO_S-Kar says:
CSO: Apparently the borion should have been removed earlier. Shall I begin again?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*EO* Yes I hear you. Now get me outta here, please.
OPS_Rodz says:
TL: Main Science lab.
EO_Qtor says:
*XO*: I'll have you out in one moment sir
OPS_Rodz says:
::Swoosh::
SO_S-Kar says:
CSO: I am fine ::begins cleaning up the shards of glass after running a decontamination device over them::
EO_Qtor says:
::replaces shorted out circuits:
CSO_Akira says:
SO_S-Kar: Yes, but this time use the hood :: points to the containment / ventalation hood ::
TO_Augustus says:
::shakes his head in disbelief, maybe the XO should take the ladders instead of the TL's::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::lifts up a large tarp and frowns, glancing at the giant stock of spare shuttle parts that have no place to go::  CEO:  Sorry, they've been sitting there for awhile, but you don't have any need for those probably...
Host Jim says:
UNDER THE TARP IS A DUSTY CRATE MARKED SHUTTLE WARP ENGINES EXPERIMENTAL ALONG WITH THE CONTROLS FOR SAID ENGINES IN A TRANSPARENT ALUMINUM CONTAINER
Host Jim says:
ACTION  the turbolift restarts
SO_S-Kar says:
CSO: Yes sir. ::I Would not have needed the hood had he not disturbed me and distracted me from my duties::
EO_Qtor says:
Computer: activate TL3
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
Self: Wow...make up your mind...
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::grabs the corner of the tarp and begins to cover it back up::  CEO:  Those extra plasma regulators must be under that OTHER tarp...
Host Jim says:
UNDER THIS TARP IS REVEALED THE FULL PANEL CONTROLS FOR A SHUTTLECRAFT
Host SUP_Kretores says:
CEO:  I tell ya, those shuttle parts have sat there for months, it was supposed to be used on some experimental shuttle, but the Akira carrying it was blown up in the war!  Stupid Hu-mahns!
TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Do you need me for anything, or may I check out the Starbase Security office?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Finally arrives on the bridge and steps out, trying not to bring attention to himself::
EO_Qtor says:
::Greets XO as TL doors open: Are you injured sir?
CEO_Varek says:
SUP:  If you have no use for them I believe we could use them
Host SUP_Kretores says:
CEO:  I wonder at times why I just don't open the bay door and get rid of all these!  ::almost screams when he sees the other shuttle parts::
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: I don't need you for anything right now. Feel free to check the office out.
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::stops and looks up::  CEO:  Ohh...?
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::begins to uncover other tarps with extra shuttle parts::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
Self: Ok enough reading...need a break::gets up and exits RR, entering the bridge::
TO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Sir, request permission to go to Starbase Security Office?
OPS_Rodz says:
::gets out of TL and walks to Main Science Lab::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*TO* For what reasons?
SO_S-Kar says:
::tries to control her emotions and bring them back down to a non noticible level::
MO_Smith says:
::treats an ensign who just entered the med bay for a small laceration::
CSO_Akira says:
SO_S-Kar:  All potentially explosive reactants must be in the hood.  Regulation.  No matter how skilled or careful you may be.
CTO_Friday says:
::gets some paperwork done::
SO_S-Kar says:
::resumes the experiment::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
CEO:  Finally, a place to stock back up on self-sealing stembolts!  How soon can you get rid of this junk?
EO_Qtor says:
::goes back to transporter replacement::
SO_S-Kar says:
CSO: I understand ::REB::
OPS_Rodz says:
::finishes the review of the supplies::
CEO_Varek says:
SUP:  We can begin removing it now
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::looks around the bridge::CTO: I'm going to the Starbase Promenade for something to eat..::walks over to the TL::
CMO_Dan says:
::in main lounge::
TO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir we are still having data retireval problems and we need an update on local securtiy issues, as well as I desire personnally to review some information on the Romulan Cmndr, sir.
SO_S-Kar says:
::takes a deep breathe and begins again::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
CEO:  Umm... ::holds out hand and begins to rub his fingers together::
CTO_Friday says:
XO: Ok sir have a good time.
EO_Qtor says:
::Directs engineering team to place a cargo canister on transporter pad::
CTO_Friday says:
::sits back in his desk, reading over security report padds::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::coughs::  CEO:  I suppose I could give you the matching XII phaser arrays, sensors and micro-torpedo launhcers... for a small extra fee.
TO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Is the Captain going ashore?
CEO_Varek says:
SUP: How much?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*TO* Granted.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::enter TL, feels the TL shudder than smooth out::
TO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Thank you sir.
OPS_Rodz says:
::enters Main SCI Lab::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::strokes at his ears::  CEO:  3 hectobars of GPL?
OPS_Rodz says:
::looks around::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::steps into the middle part of the bridge::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*XO*: Commander I'm heading to the Promenade for dinner, care to join me?
TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Sir, this is TO_Augustus, going sashore, is the Captain aboard sir?
CTO_Friday says:
::looks up as the XO enters the bridge, then goes back to reading his reports::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
::exits the TL, heading to the walkway::
SO_S-Kar says:
::pulls the hood down and wonders why Humans always insist on unnecessary chatter. So much like Klingons in that way::
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: The Captain is just leaving Ensign.
CEO_Varek says:
SUP:  I will see what I can do
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::brings up his PADD::  CEO:  Then I'll just need your thumb print here... ::points::  ...and here.  Have your crew come and pick it up right away!
OPS_Rodz says:
::Sees Akira and walks over him::
SO_S-Kar says:
::focuses all her attention on her experiment::
EO_Qtor says:
::activates transporter and beams cargo canister to StarBase::
TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: I can make myself available or you can have CPO_Jacsin for additional security.
CSO_Akira says:
::picks up a padd, reviews duty rotations::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Thinks for a moment:: *CO* Thank you sir, I'd... enjoy that:: ::Places hand on tummy as it lightly rumbles at the thought of food...::
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: Understood ensign.
CMO_Dan says:
::orders a chow mein to go::
OPS_Rodz says:
CSO: Hey, do you have a minute?
CEO_Varek says:
*XO*:  I have come across a wide variety of shuttle parts that we could use for devoloping our shuttle they will come at a cost though
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::waves PADD around::  CEO:  Come on, it's good for me, good for you!
CTO_Friday says:
::puts down padd and looks around the bridge::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
*XO*: Excellent , I'll get us a table at the Cafe...
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*CO* Yes Sir.
CMO_Dan says:
::takes it and walks out the door heading for sickbay::
MO_Smith says:
Replicator: Pizza
SO_S-Kar says:
::sees the tube glow a brilliant green and a smile crosses behind her eyes:: CSO: Success sir.
TO_Augustus says:
::walks to TL and enters:: TL: docking hatch
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*CEO* You can barter with sparesif you want, but don't trade anything we might need...
MO_Smith says:
::eats a slice of pizza::
CSO_Akira says:
::spins around at the familiar voice::
CEO_Varek says:
*XO* Aye sir
Host SUP_Kretores says:
CEO:  Listen, I'll toss in 1000 rounds for the torpedo launchers!  Come on, deal?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
CTO: you have the birdge Mr. Friday.
EO_Qtor says:
::beams cargo canister back to to QIb transporter room::
CSO_Akira says:
OPS: HEY!!  ::eyes light up:: For you.
CEO_Varek says:
SUP:  Sounds good, deal
CTO_Friday says:
XO: Understood sir.
TO_Augustus says:
::exists turbolift and walks down the gangway and on to the SB::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Exits bridge in TL::
OPS_Rodz says:
::smiles::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::holds up PADD for thumb prints::
CTO_Friday says:
::thinks about going and sitting in the big chair but then decides not to. Just sits back in his less than comfortbale chair::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::steps off the walkway, heads for the Cafe::
OPS_Rodz says:
CSO: just wanted to know if you have time today after duty...
SO_S-Kar says:
::writes down the results and puts her PADD away as well walking over to the CSO:: CSO: My shift ended 1.235 Standard Time Units ago. Permission to be dismissed sir
TO_Augustus says:
::looks at locater map and finds Security offices and heads torward them::
CEO_Varek says:
::puts thumbs on PADD::
MO_Smith says:
::sits back in chair, and spins around::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
CEO:  Lesse the seats are over there ::points :: and the Transporter padd is over there ::points another place ::
CTO_Friday says:
::looks around the empty bridge. Thinks it looks better with the viewcreen on::
CSO_Akira says:
SO_S-Kar:  Wha..?  Oh but of course.  Is the experiment finished already?
EO_Qtor says:
*XO*: Sir, this is Ens Q'tor.  We are finished with the first transporter tests. We are now ready to test them on biologicals.
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
TL: Deck Airlock.
Host SUP_Kretores says:
CEO:  I'll even toss in some of the baseline specs they had in mind  ::tosses the PADD on top of the crates::
SO_S-Kar says:
CSO: Yes sir. It was a successs. The previous experiment would have been as well but your questions distracted me by .31 seconds
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::enters the Promenade and sees the Chinese restaurant::
CEO_Varek says:
::signals the engineers to begin removing the parts::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@*XO*: Commander you like Chinese?
SO_S-Kar says:
::face is a complete mask::
TO_Augustus says:
@::Notices the CO, and wonders where his security is::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*CO* Ummm... I guess. I've actually never tried it.
CSO_Akira says:
::visibly chafes at the Lt's remark:: SO: Ah. well.  dismissed.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@*XO*: Good, first time for you then, I'll be there then::smiles::
TO_Augustus says:
@*CTO*: Sir, I have just seen the Captain, do you want me to act as his Security or is CPO_Jacsin on his way?
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::shakes the Vulcan's hand, then runs off into the the corridoor, slamming into passing engineers to call his brother up on Ferenginar and tell him the news::
SO_S-Kar says:
::nods curtly:: CSO: yes sir ::turns quickly ignoring the OPS standing nearby and walks out::
CMO_Dan says:
::walks into sickbay and looks around::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
*EO* If all checks out, go ahead.
OPS_Rodz says:
::looks as the SO leaves::CSO: You know that Sunset.
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: Ensign, I think the captain wants to be left alone for his meal. The XO is with him.
EO_Qtor says:
*XO*: Aye sir
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::runs past the CO and knocks someone's drink onto the Captain, but continues on yelling::  Self:  I'm rich...!
CSO_Akira says:
OPS: Yea.  I believe I owe you one. ::smiles::
TO_Augustus says:
@*CTO*: Aye, sir I am going to the Security offices then.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::looks down at his wet uniform::Great..........
CEO_Varek says:
*EO*:  I have some parts here that we need to have transported to Cargo bay one
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
::Walks onto Starbase and then subsequently to the promenade looking for a 'chinese' restaurant::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::feels the spilt hot tea burning at his hands, but just laughs::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::sits down and orders another hot tea::
SO_S-Kar says:
::heads towards the Starbase to see if there are any fresh gagh or racht available::
Host SUP_Kretores says:
::runs deep within the station::
EO_Qtor says:
::Steps onto transporter pad:: Transporter Tech: Energize
OPS_Rodz says:
CSO: sorry for that. I'll explain over dinner OK ::smiles::
MO_Smith says:
::finishes the pizza::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@::spots chinese restaurant and approches making sure uniform is in order, pulling down on it (the picard maneuver)::
SO_S-Kar says:
@::walks through the airlock into the Starbase:: Computer: Is there a Klingon commissary on board?
CSO_Akira says:
OPS: Ok.  Duty shifts almost over.  Join me on the station after?
EO_Qtor says:
::materializes in StarBase transporter room::
SO_S-Kar says:
@<computer> Yes
CEO_Varek says:
::has the engineers bring all the parts together for easier beam out::
TO_Augustus says:
::enters the office of Security and gains access to Security terminal::
OPS_Rodz says:
CSO: Sure. See you there then.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::takes a napkin, drying his shirt::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@::Enters restaurant looking for captain::
OPS_Rodz says:
::exits The Main SCI Lab::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::sees Commander McCellan, waves at him::
SO_S-Kar says:
@::Reads the display on the console nearby and heads to the Commissary::
CTO_Friday says:
::gets up and walks around the empty bridge::
CEO_Varek says:
*TransporterRoom*:  Beam myself, the engineers here and the marked containers to Cargo bay one
TO_Augustus says:
@*CTO*: Sir, I have downloaded the files, I needed, is there anything you need while I am here?
MO_Smith says:
::looks around sickbay::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@::Sees a waving starfleet uniform, then a captain behind the arm and approaches, smiling, trying to hide the 'nervousness'::
SO_S-Kar says:
@::steps into the StarBase TL:: TL: Commissary
CEO_Varek says:
<TR Chief> *CEO*: aye sir
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: Nope, there's nothing we need to do right now.
OPS_Rodz says:
::Enters TL:: TL : Bridge
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::stands::XO: Glad you could come, have a seat....
EO_Qtor says:
::Materializes back in QIb transporter room::
CEO_Varek says:
::appears in cargo bay one on the QIb::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Thank you, sir ::Sits in seat::
TO_Augustus says:
@*CTO*: I am returning to the ship do you need me anywhere or can I go to quarters and review this information, sir?
CEO_Varek says:
::begins to look through the shuttle parts with interest::
CMO_Dan says:
::sees the new officer:: MO_Smith: Hello ensign. I suspect your the new officer in sickbay? ::smiles::
SO_S-Kar says:
@::walks out and looks around at the various restaurants hoping to spot the Klingon one easily by the noise::
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: Feel free to go wherever you want at the moment.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: The Pepper Steak is great here I am told, as well as the Cashew Chicken...
MO_Smith says:
CMO: That's right sir
OPS_Rodz says:
::enters the bridge::
SO_S-Kar says:
@::hears Klingon revelry and heads in that direction::
OPS_Rodz says:
CTO: Hello how are you doing?
CTO_Friday says:
OPS: Good. You?
MO_Smith says:
CMO: How are you feeling, Doctor?
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::heads there barely containing her excitement and bumps into the Starbase MO::
CMO_Dan says:
MO_Smith: Ah. I'm feeling good. Welcome aboard. Well those are the biobeds over there. Mostly Federation designing. ::points::
OPS_Rodz says:
CTO: Good. I read about the kidnaping. Sorry I miss all the action.
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Umm.,.. You know, I have no idea what any of this stuff is. not even sure it's food by the sounds of it... ::Smiles::
MO_Smith says:
CMO: Don't worry, I haven't forgotten what biobeds are ::smiles::
CTO_Friday says:
OPS: Oh that was something. The only thing you really missed was coming close to dying, so don't worry about it. ::smiles::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::laughs::XO: It tastes better than it looks....
TO_Augustus says:
::enters the Q'lb through the gangway and goes to his quarters::
OPS_Rodz says:
:smiles::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Ok. what do you think I should have?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: Do you like chicken?
CEO_Varek says:
::decides to go to the bridge leaves cargo bay and enter TL:: TL: Bridge
SO_S-Kar says:
@SMO: I apologize. I should have watched where I was going
CMO_Dan says:
MO_Smith: Let me also introduce you to a few other people. This is nurse Love. Just got transferred from Starbase 385. ::points::
CSO_Akira says:
SciTeam:  Finish up on the gamma-weld simulation and file the report for me to read later.
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::starts to walk by and into the Klingon eatery::
OPS_Rodz says:
::goes to the OPS station and asks some questions to the officer on duty. and then leaves the brige::
MO_Smith says:
Nurse Love: Hi
OPS_Rodz says:
CTO: see you later.
CEO_Varek says:
::enters bridge::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Yeah, but not sure about the cachew bit..
CSO_Akira says:
<TeamLeader>: Aye Sir.
EO_Qtor says:
::makes final settings to transporter controls::
CTO_Friday says:
OPS: See ya.
SO_S-Kar says:
@::flinches slightly as she walks into the Klingon restaurant as the noise assaults her ears and hurries to order her fresh Gagh::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::nods::XO: I think I know just the dish then, do you like hot tea?
CSO_Akira says:
::leaves the Lab.  Heads for the TL::
SO_S-Kar says:
<Klingon> ::watches the Klingon with weak ridges, pointy ears and a SF uniform with disdain::
CMO_Dan says:
MO_Smith: This is Doctor Wong. He does most of the operations when I'm not around. ::points::
CEO_Varek says:
CTO:  Hello
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Um. Yeah.
CTO_Friday says:
CEO: Hello Lieutenant.
MO_Smith says:
Dr Wong: Doctor.
SO_S-Kar says:
@Klingon Waiter: Fresh Gagh please and some racht
CTO_Friday says:
CEO; How are you doing today?
OPS_Rodz says:
TL: Airlock
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@Waitress: Um a Sweet and Sour Chicken, Pepper Steak and two more Hot Teas please....
OPS_Rodz says:
::swoosh::
CEO_Varek says:
CTO:  Good and yourself?
CMO_Dan says:
MO_Smith: and uh the rest you'll meet. ::smiles::
CTO_Friday says:
CEO: Pretty good. How are the repairs coming?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@<Waitress>::nods and goes to the back::
SO_S-Kar says:
@ <Klingon Waiter> ::Snarls at the ugly Klingon SF officer and plunks the bowls noisily in front of her::
CEO_Varek says:
CTO:  We are nearing completion
MO_Smith says:
CMO: I'm sure I'll have to patch up the rest ::smiles::
CTO_Friday says:
CEO: Oh good. Must be a tough job.
CSO_Akira says:
TL: Airlock
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::winces again at the noise:: Waiter: do you have something I could put this in to take with me? I must be going
CEO_Varek says:
CTO:  It can be very stressful
EO_Qtor says:
Engineering Team: Make sure this transporter system gets certified.  I'm going to the Klingon Restaraunt
CSO_Akira says:
::whoosh::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: How is the refit going? From the reports it seems to be going very well......
CTO_Friday says:
CEO: Yeah so can tactical. ::grin::
OPS_Rodz says:
::exits TL::
TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Ens._Augustus, I have found some data I think you should be aware of I will upload it to TAC station #1
CTO_Friday says:
*TO*: Understood. CEO: Excuse me Lieutenant. ::walks over to TAC1::
CMO_Dan says:
MO_Smith: Well since we're docked at Starbase 385 you can go and visit around.
OPS_Rodz says:
::starts walking to the station::
TO_Augustus says:
::starts to configure PADDD to transfer data to TAC #1::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Very well thankyou, the new systems are nearly ready, and transporter tests nearly complete.
TO_Augustus says:
::Sends info::
CSO_Akira says:
::TL slows, pauses momentarily then restarts::  Self:  whew
SO_S-Kar says:
@ <waiter> S'Kar: what's wrong little one, are you afraid to eat among REAL Klingons?
MO_Smith says:
CMO: Thanks sir. Am I dismissed?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: The CEO seems to be having a little bit of fun bartering for parts for a new shuttle...
CTO_Friday says:
::recieves the info:: *TO*: What am I looking at, ensign?
TO_Augustus says:
::screen displays the following Info::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: Great job in overseeing all that......
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: Bartering?
CSO_Akira says:
Self:  Have to remember to run a diagnostic on the TL operating system.
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::Stands and looks down at the waiter:: I am certainly not little, and fear has nothing to do with it. I will eat back on the ship if you don't mind
CSO_Akira says:
::exits TL::
EO_Qtor says:
@::enters Klingon restaurant::  Waiter: GAGH!!! And Bloodwine!!!
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Trading parts, that kinda thing
CEO_Varek says:
::moves to Eng 1 and checks status reports::
CMO_Dan says:
MO_Smith: Yes. Dismissed.
TO_Augustus says:
Computer scree:  romulan Cmdr is suspected of being high ranking member of the Tal Shiar::
EO_Qtor says:
@Waiter: And it better be fresh
SO_S-Kar says:
@ <waiter> You ask if I mind? And you threaten me in my own shop? ::grabs the SO by the collar and lifts her from the ground::
MO_Smith says:
::exits sickbay, heads for TL::
OPS_Rodz says:
::stops. Just remembered she does not know which restaurant to go.::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: Really.....I hope he is careful on what he brings back on board.....
SO_S-Kar says:
@ <waiter> ::glances at the EO and throws the SO to the ground:: EO: Of course! It is the freshest!
CMO_Dan says:
::sits in office and eats the chow mein::
CTO_Friday says:
::reads over the information::
MO_Smith says:
TL: Primary airlock.
SO_S-Kar says:
@ <Waiter> ::Slams the bowl of gagh and a mug of bloodwine down before the EO::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: I think I trust his judgement...
TO_Augustus says:
::Screen continues to move downward::  Computer screen: Member of noble family dating back to the founding of the Romulan nobility
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@::Wanders how long it takes to replicate this food::
Host Jim says:
<Sec> *CMO* We have a injury down here in the bottom of Turboshaft #3
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::dusts herself off and climbs back up taking her food and trying to move away before the waiter remembers his anger::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: Good.....so are you settling in ok?
CSO_Akira says:
:: walks toward airlock door::
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::Glances at the EO and nods::
OPS_Rodz says:
*CSO* Where are we going to meet?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@<Waitress>:: sets the food and the tea on the table and walks off::
CTO_Friday says:
::continues reading the screen, still not understanding who it is talking about::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Yeah, now that I got used to those shelv... err... beds
Host Jim says:
<Sec> *CMO* No rush though, he seems dead
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::smiles::They take a little getting used to....
CSO_Akira says:
*OPS*: Hmm.  what do you feel like?
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Not your standard starfleet issue. ::Looks down at food::
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::walks out of the noisy restaurant carrying the bowls with her and heads over to the quieter chinese restaurant::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: mmm... looks delicious.
OPS_Rodz says:
*CSO* I'm at the airlock where are you?
CSO_Akira says:
*Bridge*: Lt. Yamamoto, asking permission to leave the ship.
CTO_Friday says:
::the datalink stops before it gives the name of the Commander it was talking about. Gets up and heads for the TL:: *CSO* Permission granted Lieutenant.
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@::laughs::XO: Like I said tastes better than it looks.....::starts to eat::
CSO_Akira says:
::looks down the airlock hallway::  OPS:  about ten feet behind you ::laughs::
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::walks into the chinese restaurant and walks past the XO and CO sitting down nearby::
Host Jim says:
<lt_Flunci > *CSO* Permission granted
CTO_Friday says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 2. Ensign Augustus's quarters.
OPS_Rodz says:
::hears Akira and turns around::
CTO_Friday says:
<TL> Whoosh oosh oosh oosh
OPS_Rodz says:
::smiles:: Well I see
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@::Tries a bit of this 'goop'::
CTO_Friday says:
::turbolift doors open and he walks down the hall, looking for the TO's quarters.::
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::shovels some gagh into her mouth and takes the quiet moment to enjoy her food in silence::
CSO_Akira says:
:: walks to Lt Rodz::
CTO_Friday says:
::finds Augustus's quarters and rings the bell::
OPS_Rodz says:
CSO: My brother is on the station. Maybe you can meet him.
TO_Augustus says:
Door: enter
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: Nice, but..... replicated
OPS_Rodz says:
CSO: It was his fault that I had to leave RIsa.
SO_S-Kar says:
@<waitress> ::looks down at the gagh and looks disgusted:: SO: Did you plan to order?
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: Yes....its better homemade
CSO_Akira says:
OPS: ::takes her arm:: Hey. Sounds great
CTO_Friday says:
::walks in:: TO: Your datalink stopped before I could see who you were talking about. Which commander were you talking about?
CEO_Varek says:
::reads status reports and is happy with their progress::
SO_S-Kar says:
@ ::looks up:: I would like a drink please...what do you have?
TO_Augustus says:
CTO: The Romulan Cmdr that was behinf the Captains kidnapping.
MO_Smith says:
::helps an elderly person through an airlock, and doubles back to the QIb::
OPS_Rodz says:
CSO: But, lets eat first.
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: It's got that.... artificial taste to it... I really don't much care for replicated food, every ship should have a galley in my opinion ::Smiles::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@::Eats some more::
Host CO_tr`Keir says:
@XO: I agree.....be nice to have "real" food on a ship.....
SO_S-Kar says:
@<waitress> ::brings some water and sets it down::
XO_CDR_McCellan says:
@CO: That's why I liek planetary shore leave instead.
CMO_Dan says:
::enters turbolift shaft::
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jim says:
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